The Student Union is investigating four alternatives for summer storage. These are: the Air Freight Service, storage in the South Bend area, storage similar to last year’s and free personal ads in the Observer for storage.

Last year, Bekins Moving Co. failed to bring back 8 of the 15 trucks it had stashed. When students demanded refunds, the company was reluctant to make payments on their claims.

Commenting on last year’s problem, Wally Walls, Associate Director of Student Union, said, “Student Union is reluctant to provide this service this year because of past problems. However, since Student Union is a student-oriented organization, we will attempt to provide service on a limited basis.”

Mr. Tony Ling also said that Student Union recommendations have strongly discouraged summer storage. In addition, he noted that no other universities handled as many complaints, giving the Student Union little incentive to provide service.

The Student Union has contracted Air Freight Service to be here from May 3-12. This service will help students who want to send things home. AFS trucks will transport students’ items from the bookstore to the airport. Delivery times will take two days.

Ling described this system as “safe.” He noted that the complicated pricing system prevents any Air Freight Service from being able to print up any price list. However, he said AFS could transport goods to New York for approximately $22. He also added that this service would be especially useful to the students in terms of sending goods to campus.

Student Union plans to put up a list of storage places in the South Bend area. Some South Bend warehouses have empty space available for storage.

Student Union has investigated the possibility of storing goods on campus. However, the Administration will not allow campus facilities to be used for reasons of security and insurance.

The third plan is to provide students with free three-line ads in the Observer for storage. SU will pick up the bill. Today is the deadline for these ads, which will be printed in Tuesday’s edition of the Observer.

The last alternative is to continue with last year’s service. Student Union has checked with Bekins Van Lines and Woodstock Storage and Transfer. Neither company has yet replied.

This week, as Keller has known, how many people will be storing, they can make adjustments. But he noted that Student Union is reluctant to repeat last year’s service.

This man won the annual Mr. Campus contest last night. We know only that his name is Tom and he lives in Cavanaugh Hall. (Photo by John Benesh, director of student affairs, and John Reid, assistant senior class secretary-elect, Br. Mary’s students, fifteen for the senior cheerleaders, five for the senior class officers and the trip chairman, and five for those administering free personal ads in the Observer for storage.)

Charges ambiguity

In the press conference, held at the Senior Staff Reporters

Governor George Wallace said yesterday in a press conference held at the Senior Bar that he would be doing much better in the primaries if he were not troubled too much by the price of milk. Wallace also commented on multinational corporations. Jimmy Carter and welfare during his hour-long stop. Arriving at the Michiana Regional Airport shortly after 12 noon, Wallace briefly addressed a crowd of over 100 people on hand to greet him. He was officially welcomed to South Bend by Mayor Peter J. Nemechek and St. Joseph County Democratic Chairman W. D. Doran.

After his speech, Wallace shook hands and signed autographs for the crowd, many of whom held campaign posters supporting the governor. Wallace then held a short press conference before departing at 1:15 p.m. for Terre Haute. The South Bend visit was his sixth in Indiana and all over the country and is in the long run work in the disinterest of the American people,” he charged.

He said he would ask Congress to eliminate tax incentives for companies to move overseas and in cases where corporations obviously utilize cheap, foreign labor for “pure profit” there should be “restrictions.”

Critics Wallace

Wallace criticized welfare programs as giving “something for nothing,” and called for a reduced role for government intervention in the lives of the common people. He said that “I really mean,” Wallace remarked. “I think the American people are tires of this promising, promising, promising,” the Alabama governor added. “Those who promise everything are really promising nothing.”

“I’m not going to make all the promises in the world,” Wallace said. “I promise you one thing, that I will pay more attention to the news and work.”

(Continued on page 5)
Pistol packing legal

GRANGEVILLE, Idaho (AP) — Mayor Ralph Bos says the "domestic tranquility" of his town is being destroyed by people who pack firearms.

But the City Council disagreed and has shut down a proposed ordinance that would have outlawed wearing handguns within city limits for no apparent reason.

The council for the northern Idaho town of 3,700 rejected the proposal after 18 months, some carrying their guns, denounced the move as a denial of their constitutional rights to bear arms.

It is a customary practice for people who do not want to be targeted, targeted, targeted. Their order is that there have not been guarded against carrying unlicensed shotguns or rifles.

City Attorney Dennis Abbas had drafted the ordinance as a defensive measure, a pilot-packaging Claude Graham and his companion confronted Idaho County Prosecutor William Taylor Jr., on March 29 and demanded his immediate resignation. They said they didn't like the way he was interpreting Idaho laws. Graham told City Council a gun law is "just like any other muscle in your body. If you don't exercise it regularly it goes away. I only exercised my inalienable right. I'm glad I did it because I can see that this right is in danger."

The mayor was asked if the town had been shot up by gun inners. "No, but we do have to wait for the police report," he said. "There is not a lot of people wearing guns, we don't want to," he said. "We want to make sure our community is safe."

The pilot-packaging Graham and his friend in France, French società close to Bergman, however, said they had no information that he was in the country. Bergman did not say where he brought friends, but said Bergman could have been a French source.

"No, but we do have to wait for the police report," he said. "There is not a lot of people wearing guns, we don't want to."
SMC Student Affairs compiles questionnaires, asks for reactions

by Karen Hinks

SMC’s Student Affairs in conjunction with the Institutional Research Center has compiled questionnaires to be completed by SMC’s students.

Student Life, Campus Ministry, Counseling and Career Development, and Student Affairs evaluation questionnaires were randomly attached to the student’s registration form. Some have already been turned in by students as of last week.

The purpose of dividing the questionnaire into four sections and randomly distributing them is to find out how students feel about the services offered by Student Affairs, according to Sr. Jeannette Leister, acting institutional researcher.

Assassin Service lowers prices

As a result, Assassin Service has reduced its prices from $7 for a regular trim to $5 and from $13 for business, special to $10.

The Assassin service is made up of volunteers who will hit anyone (except teachers and rectors) anywhere except classrooms and doing hallways. Anytime today or tomorrow.

Those wishing to take out a contract may call either Cindy McMannick at 4489 or Cathy McGUther 8941 or J. Joe Ann Studer 1705.

Food Service positions open

Those positions are still open on the Food Service Advisory Council, according to Tom Soma, director of special projects in student government. The positions are open only to students.

The Food Advisory Council is composed of 11 members, eight of which are students. The other four positions are filled by Administrators in Notre Dame Food Service.

"The council acts in an advisory capacity," Soma explained. "It meets once every two to three weeks and discusses complaints and policy.

This year the council was successful in including "Me Pible" as a soft drink choice, hard boiled eggs at breakfast and lunch and in including an alternative entree on steak nights.

"The council is an opportunity for students to get involved," Soma continued. "It’s a great opportunity for students to voice their complaints and work for positive changes.

Students interested in applying for these positions should contact Soma at 8381.

SMC Business Club holds meetings about dept. future

by Mary P. Egan

St. Mary’s business majors in conjunction with the Business Club will hold two meetings next week to interview candidates for the Business and Economics Department.

The first meeting will be next Sunday in the Clubhouse from 3pm-8pm. "Students will have a chance to meet with Dr. Lewis D. Ponticelli, assistant professor of Management at Texas Tech University," Barbara Mello, a Bus. Club member, stated. "Mr. Ponticelli is one of the candidates being considered for the chairmanship of the Business and Economics Department."

"The meeting is for student majors who are interested in business education, curriculum design and what he sees as the future of the department," Mello said. "Later we will be able to discuss our impressions with Dr. Hickey, vice president for academic affairs."

The second meeting will be held next Tuesday, in 161 LeMars from 8:30 pm to 10:30 pm. This will provide ample opportunity for business students to discuss the future of the department with Dr. Hickey and Mrs. Mandell. Mello said. Gal Mandell is Dr. Hickey’s assistant.

"We want students to bring their comments, suggestions and constructions to this crucial meeting," Mello emphasized. "This will be an excellent opportunity for students to discuss the future of the department and the problems of the present.

"We urge students to think about the direction they’d like to see the department take, the pros and cons of part-time vs. full-time faculty, the courses that should be offered." Mello stressed. "We want people to think about these ideas and come to the meeting to articulate their views.

The former department head, Fr. Ponthieu is one of the candidates for the position. Mr. Mandell is one of the people who can do something for us.

The Food Advisory Council meeting will be held on Friday, April 23, 1976
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The idea grew from Dr. Duggan, St. Mary’s President, who felt that since students had an input in evaluating faculty, they should also have input in evaluating Student Affairs, Leister said.

Students were asked to rate how they perceived the role of resident advisor and what importance the role serves. "We want to know what students feel the RA program is designed to do and whether there should be more emphasis placed on the freshmen and sophomores," Leister stated.

Leister remarked that Stevie Werng, assistant to the vice-president for Student Affairs, was interested in the reaction of the women towards the sports program, government structure, and the representation of student government. The questions are designed to give the research center accurate data to determine whether or not education is needed in student government.

St. Mary’s President, feels "it is extremely important that the business student participates in these meetings so that we will be able to get a true representation of student feeling."

"I want the choice of chairman to reflect what the students want and the only way that this is possible is if they show interest and participate in this decision," Magello stated.

We urge students to think about the direction they’d like to see the department take, the pros and cons of part-time vs. full-time faculty, the courses that should be offered," Mello stressed. "We want people to think about these ideas and come to the meeting to articulate their views.

The former department head, Fr. Ponthieu is one of the candidates for the position. Mr. Mandell is one of the people who can do something for us."

The Food Advisory Council meeting will be held on Friday, April 23, 1976.

The purpose of dividing the questionnaire into four sections and randomly distributing them is to find out how students feel about the services offered by Student Affairs, according to Sr. Jeannette Leister, acting institutional researcher.
Kissinger says campaign has effect on foreign policy

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Secretary of State Henry Kissinger told a Senate committee yesterday that he believes his campaign has had an effect on foreign policy.

\[\text{Kissinger spoke at a news conference} \]

\[\text{that dealt mainly with U.S.-Soviet relations and the secretary's upcoming trip to Africa.} \]

\[\text{While acknowledging the importance of the presidential campaign on foreign policy, Kissinger said at the same time that U.S. policies have been the obvious slowdown in the detente.} \]

\[\text{"The principal element in the detente is the Soviet action in Angola," \text{Kissinger said.} \]

\[\text{Kissinger said that the United States policy toward Russia follows two tracks: to resist Russian aggression while still pursuing efforts to ease tensions and insure world peace.} \]

\[\text{Specifically, the United States still is preparing to negotiate a new Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty restricting offensive nuclear weapons.} \]

\[\text{"I believe a treaty is possible and desirable," the secretary said adding, \text{"I would not preclude the possibility of significant progress being made this year."} \]

\[\text{Concerning his trip to Africa, which starts Friday, Kissinger said his main concern is to establish credentials in the U.S. determina­tion to support black majority rule in the sub-Saharan region.} \]

\[\text{He said that all of the problems in Africa should be settled by African people without U.S. interference.} \]

\[\text{The United States is extremely concerned over the use of \"army military force\" in Africa by the Soviet Union, \text{he said.} \]

\[\text{This was a reference to the 13,000 Cuban troops that defeated pro-Western factions in Angola in the last year.} \]

\[\text{Kissinger said that a new move toward improved Washington-Moscow relations will depend on withdrawal of Cuban forces from Angola and restraint by the Russians in interfering in internal African matters.} \]

\[\text{The secretary urged that negotiations between black nationalist leaders and the white government of Rhodesia continue within 10 years.} \]

\[\text{Kissinger said he would see leaders of the black Rhodesian movement during his trip, but he denied he intends to set up \"a puppet regime\" that would favor} \]

\[\text{Riverside Park} \]

\[\text{SEASON'S TOP COMEDY! \underline{MEANINGFUL FUN!}} \]

\[\text{THE BAD NEWS BEARS} \]

\[\text{PHONE: 288 8488 FOR TIMES & DIRECTIONS} \]

\[\text{THE OBSERVER} \]

\[\text{Friday, April 23, 1976} \]

\[\text{Cuban embassy bombing kills two} \]

\[\text{LISBON, Portugal (AP) - A dump­} \]

\[\text{ed smoking on the doorstep in a} \]

\[\text{black briefcase, a bomb ripped} \]

\[\text{through the Cuban Embassy yester­} \]

\[\text{day, killing a Cuban man and a} \]

\[\text{Cuban woman and critically injur­} \]

\[\text{ing four Portuguese, officials said.} \]

\[\text{The Cubans were identified as} \]

\[\text{Eliau Montaeguda and Adriana Cocho, both employees at the emb­} \]

\[\text{assy.} \]

\[\text{Portuguese government apologized} \]

\[\text{for the "ugliest man on cam­} \]

\[\text{pus."} \]

\[\text{The explosion at the embassy's} \]

\[\text{sixth-floor offices in a 10 story} \]

\[\text{building in downtown Lisbon was} \]

\[\text{sixth-floor offices on the sixth floor, carrying a black} \]

\[\text{briefcase.} \]

\[\text{Police pointed their investiga­tions toward the large community} \]

\[\text{of refugees from Angola, many of} \]

\[\text{whom blame the Cubans for the civil war that caused hundreds of} \]

\[\text{thousands of Portuguese colonists} \]

\[\text{to flee the African territory.} \]

\[\text{There is a Cuban expeditionary force in} \]

\[\text{Angola numbering more than 10,000} \]

\[\text{men.} \]

\[\text{Police and witnesses put the time} \]

\[\text{of the explosion at 6:45 p.m. - 10:45} \]

\[\text{a.m. ESI - when offices in the} \]

\[\text{building were filled to capacity.} \]

\[\text{Police and witnesses put the time} \]

\[\text{of the explosion at 6:45 p.m. - 10:45} \]

\[\text{a.m. ESI - when offices in the} \]

\[\text{building were filled to capacity.} \]

\[\text{Clogging the floors were chunks of} \]

\[\text{plaster wall and fragments of three} \]

\[\text{wooden doors.} \]

\[\text{A large crowd formed on the} \]

\[\text{street outside the embassy after} \]

\[\text{the blast. Police in full riot gear} \]

\[\text{sealed off the entrance to the} \]

\[\text{building.} \]

\[\text{Antonio Parada, a doorman at the} \]

\[\text{building, said he saw a black} \]

\[\text{imitation-leather briefcase seeping} \]

\[\text{smoke just outside the embassy} \]

\[\text{office door a minute before the explosion.} \]

\[\text{"I ran to the phone for help,"} \]

\[\text{Parada said.} \]

\[\text{"I was going to throw it the bomb out of the window, but I didn't think there would be time.} \]

\[\text{Right when I got to the phone, the bomb went off."} \]

\[\text{A few minutes earlier, Parada said a man about 30 years old went} \]

\[\text{to the sixth floor, carrying a black} \]

\[\text{briefcase.} \]

\[\text{There have been lots of threats} \]

\[\text{from refugees and others,"} \]

\[\text{Parada said.} \]

\[\text{The explosion killed one man and} \]

\[\text{injured a woman.} \]

\[\text{The winner will be announced and awards will} \]

\[\text{be presented Saturday night at the Irish Wake.} \]

\[\text{Columbia has the Records.} \]

\[\text{JACO PASTORIUS} \]

\[\text{Including:} \]

\[\text{Cure-Go, Come Over Here, Speak Like a Child, Open Picus, Portrait On Tony,} \]

\[\text{The Bad News Bears} \]

\[\text{用电: 288 8488 FOR TIMES & DIRECTIONS} \]

\[\text{Weather Report / Black Market} \]

\[\text{Greater-Santa Cruz Kegger Paradise} \]

\[\text{Columbia Records} \]

\[\text{AND BOOGIE HAS THE PRICES!!!!!} \]

\[\text{Return to Forever is among the handful of} \]

\[\text{great innovators in today's progressive} \]

\[\text{music. Their exciting fusion of jazz, rock,} \]

\[\text{R&B and classical music is brought to a} \]

\[\text{new level on their first album for} \]

\[\text{Columbia Records, entitled \"Romantic Warrior.\"} \]

\[\text{LP'S - REG. $6.98} \]

\[\text{OUR PRICE JUST $4.99} \]

\[\text{Boogie RECORDS} \]

\[\text{AlDiMeola} \]

\[\text{Land Of The Midnight Sun} \]

\[\text{Return to Forever is among the handful of} \]

\[\text{great innovators in today's progressive} \]

\[\text{music. Their exciting fusion of jazz, rock,} \]

\[\text{R&B and classical music is brought to a} \]

\[\text{new level on their first album for} \]

\[\text{Columbia Records, entitled \"Romantic Warrior.\"} \]

\[\text{255-0266} \]

\[\text{9198 COLLEGE SQUARE} \]

\[\text{PL 34274} \]

\[\text{AlDiMeola, 21-year-old lead guitarist for} \]

\[\text{Chuck Coven's Return to Forever and win­} \]

\[\text{ner of the Best New Talent award in this} \]

\[\text{year's Guitar Player magazine. He easily demonstrates the} \]

\[\text{beautiful album why he is destined to be one of the} \]

\[\text{great guitarist innovators.} \]
Ford speaks to Hoosiers

INDIANAPOLIS AP-In a muggy college football fieldhouse last night presi­dent George Wallace visited Hoosiers of things they know best -  basketball and politics. And from the welcome he received it was plain they got the message.

About 14,000 persons crowded the site where famous Indiana Statehoeur for a 10-minute address by the Presi­dent, followed by a question-and­answer session.

Wallace was interrupted by applause 15 times as members of the audience waved flags proclaim­ing "Mr. Wallace No. 1. Ford No. 2." and "Hoosiers support a few Wallace." 

Wallace, an alummi of the Univer­sity of Michigan, joked about the Wolverines' loss to Indiana Univer­sity in the National Collegiate Ath­lete Association basketball fin­als earlier this month.

"Michigan had an unblemished record," Ford said. "It was the only team in the country that lost three times to Indiana." 

Looking tenned and fit, the Presi­dent praised the American far­mer, saying agricultural produc­tion has been peaking during the past few years.

"That was when the government left the farmer alone and let him produce without a lot of bureaucracy interferences," he said.

Ford promised to support farm poli­cies he said were designed "To keep those producers of hard work, love and faith," the farm family, out of the hands of government tax collectors.

Part of the credit for successful agricultural policies, Ford said, must go to Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz, former dean of agricul­ture at Purdue University. He called Butz "one of the finest public servants to come to the House state or any state," a comment which elicited scattered boos.

There were some light moments. A student from Evansville asked Ford whether portraits of him as being clumsy increased his popu­larity among average Americans.

"I haven't quite thought of it that way," Ford replied, laughing. "The audience roared.

He said he has come to expect a little ribbing, but added, "You have to let it roll off your back like water of a duck's back."

A Kokomo high school senior, who said she was going to take part in a student congress Saturday, wanted to know why the Senate Intelligence Security Committee was abolished.

When Ford explained that it was a decision made by the Senate "and I am not a member of the Senate," the girl paused and said, "Do you don't know the answer?"

The President shrugged to the amusement of the audience.

Amtrak changes Lake Shore times

With the change to Daylight Savings Time on April 25, Amtrak will make several changes in the schedule of the New York-Boston-Chicago Lake Shore Limited.

Operating experience over the past five months has shown that schedule can be tightened in the Boston-Albany segment of the route. The April 25 schedule will show 20 minutes removed from the eastbound schedule and 40 min­utes from the eastbound.

Headbound, depart from Boston will be at 3:45 p.m., rather than 2:40 p.m. Intermediate station stops will be: Back Bay, 3:55 p.m.; Framingham, 3:35; Worcester, 1:01; Springfield, 5:17; Pitts­field, 6:27 p.m. Arrival in Albany will be the same, 9:02 p.m.

Eastbound, the Lake Shore will leave Albany at 3:15 p.m. as presently schedule­d and will arrive Boston 40 minutes earlier, at 3:40 p.m. New intermediate times are as follows: Pittsfield, 11:45 a.m.; Springfield, 1:00 p.m.; Worcester, 2:08 p.m.; Framingham, 2:45 p.m.; and Back Bay, 3:35 p.m.

The remainder of the route will remain on the present schedule, except for Elkhart and South Bend, Ind., which will be an hour earlier than present since Indiana does not change to Daylight Savings Time. Eastbound, the arrival time at South Bend will be 6:04 p.m., an additional five minutes earlier.

Part of the anxious crowd which greeted George Wallace at the Michiana Regional Airport. (Photo by Eric Jardstrom)

George Wallace holds airport press conference (Continued from page 1)

that those who refuse to work when they can find work.

Declaring to make any predictions about the upcoming Indiana pri­mary election, Wallace said that he hoped he could get as much of the vote as possible.

In reply to the crowd, Wallace said that he was glad to be in South Bend and that he had met many South Bend people two years ago at the Orange Bowl in Miami. He called Ani Parrish of one of the finest coaches he had ever met and he speculated that he might come up next spring at South Bend.

About 14,000 persons crowded the site where famous Indiana Statehoeur for a 10-minute address by the Presi­dent, followed by a question-and­answer session.

Wallace was interrupted by applause 15 times as members of the audience waved flags proclaim­ing "Mr. Wallace No. 1. Ford No. 2." and "Hoosiers support a few Wallace." 

Wallace, an alummi of the Univer­sity of Michigan, joked about the Wolverines' loss to Indiana Univer­sity in the National Collegiate Ath­lete Association basketball fin­als earlier this month.

"Michigan had an unblemished record," Ford said. "It was the only team in the country that lost three times to Indiana." 

Looking tenned and fit, the Presi­dent praised the American far­mer, saying agricultural produc­tion has been peaking during the past few years.

"That was when the government left the farmer alone and let him produce without a lot of bureaucracy interferences," he said.

Ford promised to support farm poli­cies he said were designed "To keep those producers of hard work, love and faith," the farm family, out of the hands of government tax collectors.

Part of the credit for successful agricultural policies, Ford said, must go to Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz, former dean of agricul­ture at Purdue University. He called Butz "one of the finest public servants to come to the House state or any state," a comment which elicited scattered boos.

There were some light moments. A student from Evansville asked Ford whether portraits of him as being clumsy increased his popu­larity among average Americans.

"I haven't quite thought of it that way," Ford replied, laughing. "The audience roared.

He said he has come to expect a little ribbing, but added, "You have to let it roll off your back like water of a duck's back."

A Kokomo high school senior, who said she was going to take part in a student congress Saturday, wanted to know why the Senate Intelligence Security Committee was abolished.

When Ford explained that it was a decision made by the Senate "and I am not a member of the Senate," the girl paused and said, "Do you don't know the answer?"

The President shrugged to the amusement of the audience.

Amtrak changes Lake Shore times

With the change to Daylight Savings Time on April 25, Amtrak will make several changes in the schedule of the New York-Boston-Chicago Lake Shore Limited.

Operating experience over the past five months has shown that schedule can be tightened in the Boston-Albany segment of the route. The April 25 schedule will show 20 minutes removed from the eastbound schedule and 40 min­utes from the eastbound.

Headbound, depart from Boston will be at 3:45 p.m., rather than 2:40 p.m. Intermediate station stops will be: Back Bay, 3:55 p.m.; Framingham, 3:35; Worcester, 1:01; Springfield, 5:17; Pitts­field, 6:27 p.m. Arrival in Albany will be the same, 9:02 p.m.

Eastbound, the Lake Shore will leave Albany at 3:15 p.m. as presently schedule­d and will arrive Boston 40 minutes earlier, at 3:40 p.m. New intermediate times are as follows: Pittsfield, 11:45 a.m.; Springfield, 1:00 p.m.; Worcester, 2:08 p.m.; Framingham, 2:45 p.m.; and Back Bay, 3:35 p.m.

The remainder of the route will remain on the present schedule, except for Elkhart and South Bend, Ind., which will be an hour earlier than present since Indiana does not change to Daylight Savings Time. Eastbound, the arrival time at South Bend will be 6:04 p.m., an additional five minutes earlier.
Dear Editor:

A concerted effort on the part of a few students, who have been referred to in recent articles as the "student body," have with a great deal of success disrupted the Notre Dame cheerleading squad. The time has come to lay a few facts on the table.

A small group of people began the dispute as soon as the final tryouts were over. (i.e. a copy of the cheerleading constitution was obtained at 3 a.m. Saturday morning, April 10.) Loopholes in the new, first-ever, month-old cheerleading constitution were gapped for. That constitution, as a culmination of a year-long attempt, established general guidelines for a fair, standardized, point-system tryout procedure. Only two years ago "tryouts" were held entirely behind closed doors, without a point-system, without outside judges. Everything was a thumbs-up-thumbs-down procedure, yet that system was never questioned. A year ago, we were the ones who tried to institute a standard point-system procedure. To our dismay, it could not be defended then and can not be now. This year, we are the ones who proposed a fair system. We are proud of it. It is the standard point-system procedure.

Nonetheless, the dictates of the university officials shall be adhered to by the 1976-77 squad. From the number-two-squad in the nation, we feel the people chosene have the integrity and hard work of an established club for another year. The people who tried to institute a fair, point-system procedure. We are proud of it. It is the standard point-system procedure.

Minority Tokenism

Dear Editor:

The proposed settlement of the controversy started when Joa Deforo, who was a cheerleader last year failed to make the squad. Miss DeForo is black and after she failed to make the squad protests arose which, in effect, stated that the selection process was biased since no black judges were present on the selection committee.

Minority Tokenism

Mary Ann Graham
Sally Nunez
Hank Carloo
Pat Murphy
George McLaughlin
Amy McDonald
Becky Bracken

Now, all of a sudden, we have a reversal of policy which will allow for the selection of two more cheerleaders. I would like to venture two guesses as to what the outcome of the new selections will be. First of all, the new selection committee will have at least two black faces on it. Secondly, the new female cheerleading position will go to a black, most probably Miss DeForo.

These actions indicate wrongdoings on the part of first, some blacks here at the University have decided to pursue minority status and cry discrimination whenever they don't get their way. Secondly, and more importantly, the University's policy of minority tokenism stands out glaringly. The University has overreacted to the possibility that the charge of discrimination may be raised against it and has rushed to create new positions to calm the angry minority before adverse publicity tarnishes its image of a Christian University.

In conclusion, I would like to admit that I do know of allegations which would indicate that the original process of selection may have been unfair. Yet I do not see why what has happened should require the installation of new, additional positions. Rather, if the original process is proved to have been unfair then all the original selections should be voided and the cheerleading squad reappointed.

Jorge A. Ferreiro
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The proposed settlement of the controversy started when Joa Deforo, who was a cheerleader last year failed to make the squad. Miss DeForo is black and after she failed to make the squad protests arose which, in effect, stated that the selection process was biased since no black judges were present on the selection committee.

Minority Tokenism

Mary Ann Graham
Sally Nunez
Hank Carloo
Pat Murphy
George McLaughlin
Amy McDonald
Becky Bracken

Now, all of a sudden, we have a reversal of policy which will allow for the selection of two more cheerleaders. I would like to venture two guesses as to what the outcome of the new selections will be. First of all, the new selection committee will have at least two black faces on it. Secondly, the new female cheerleading position will go to a black, most probably Miss DeForo.

These actions indicate wrongdoings on the part of first, some blacks here at the University have decided to pursue minority status and cry discrimination whenever they don't get their way. Secondly, and more importantly, the University's policy of minority tokenism stands out glaringly. The University has overreacted to the possibility that the charge of discrimination may be raised against it and has rushed to create new positions to calm the angry minority before adverse publicity tarnishes its image of a Christian University.

In conclusion, I would like to admit that I do know of allegations which would indicate that the original process of selection may have been unfair. Yet I do not see why what has happened should require the installation of new, additional positions. Rather, if the original process is proved to have been unfair then all the original selections should be voided and the cheerleading squad reappointed.

Jorge A. Ferreiro

Appearance vs. Reality

Dear Editor:

Not only did Rocky Bleier 'appear to speak and receive a plaque' (emphasis added), as alleged on the front page of The Observer, he in reality did so speak and so receive. At such an appropriate time of year. Honan!

Gregory Marshall
Nicholas Talaber

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

seriously, folks, the one true factor

art buchwald
The press at ND

This supplement's purpose is to examine the function and relationship to Notre Dame that several campus publications and press services have.

Information Services

by Gregg Bangs Executive Editor

Did you ever wonder who was responsible for the weekly calendar at Notre Dame? Or who was in charge of the campus tours? Or who supervised the seemingly endless amount of publications sent out to members of the Notre Dame community?

The sources of the calendar, publications, and tours are all in the small group of offices on the second floor of the Administration Building where the staff of Notre Information Services operates.

Richard W. Conklin, director of the information services, supervises the press relations of the university and many of its publications with a staff of less than ten people. "We have four professional people, including myself, three and one-half non-professionals (one person works only part time and two students," Conklin said in a recent interview.

The professionals working under Conklin include: Jay J. Kane and Diane Wilson, both assistant directors; and Director of Photography Bruce Harlan.

Information service's most well known function is probably the handling of the non-sport press relations of the university. This would include activities ranging from writing press releases on subjects such as incoming speaking and specialty awards to setting up the press section for the Jimmy Carter visit to Notre Dame. Conklin, as director of the services, finds his role in the everyday affairs of the university, including parents of current students. "I am the spokesperson for the University in dealing with the press," he said.

Another service performed by Conklin's office is the compilation of a week's activities into a weekly calendar. Over 1,300 copies of the brown-and-orange trimmed calendar are circulated over the campus by the office. "We used to send it out to anybody who wanted it for free," Conklin recalled. "But it got to be a burden on the budget. This was back when mailing costs were only eight cents, so you can imagine what the total cost would be now," he added. The only copies that go off-campus are to libraries and companies such as Miles Laboratories, which would have an interest in the technical lectures given at Notre Dame.

To compensate for the suspension of the open mailing system, a "Notre Dame News Line" was established two years ago. The "News Line" is a taped recording of the most general events on the calendar. Jay J. Kane makes the tape and it runs from two to three minutes, Conklin stated. "We can't get all things on it, but we try to get as much as we possibly can. People have to be a little patient to hear the whole thing," he commented. The number for the news line is 283-2211.

Conklin is also in charge of campus tours. The tours are conducted by students. "We depend on student volunteers. They get no compensation whatsoever except for a luncheon at the end of the year," Conklin explained. "However, during the summer we have two students working full-time. They work eight hours a day, six days a week and every other Sunday," he said. To go along with the tours, the office compiles a fact sheet, a guide and a map of the campus.

Although the publications and printing department was separated from the information services three years ago, Conklin's staff is now in charge of the publishing of the university's various magazines, reports, awards, and bulletins. Notre Dame seems to have a publication for every constituency of the university, from parents to alumni to non-professional staff members. As a matter of fact, they do.

"We try to develop publications for particular audiences for particular purposes," Conklin said in reference to the diversification of his publications. "A faculty member is going to have different interests than a non-professional staff member. For example, a non-staff member would not care to read the minutes of a faculty senate meeting. Therefore, we have different publications for each group," he commented.

Notre Dame Report was established for the faculty in 1971 as the request of incoming university provost Fr. James Burtchall. "The purpose was to establish a university gazette patterned after similar

(Continued on page 10)

Notre Dame Magazine

by Barbara Breiensstein Senior Staff Reporter

Notre Dame Magazine is the only source of contact with the University for almost 76,000 people, and may be the only one for most Notre Dame students after graduation.

Notre Dame Magazine is Notre Dame's alumni magazine, published five times yearly by the Printing and Publications office and distributed without charge to 76,000 alumni and "friends" of the University, including parents of current students.

"The magazine is an extension of the classroom," its editor, Ronald R. Parent, explained. "Our primary area is alumni and we get into all kinds of different subjects, thoughts and ideas to give them something to think about and discuss."

"Our readers are educated people," Parent continued, "and we are obligated to give them something of substance. It has to be interesting and informative and entertaining."

Notre Dame Magazine developed out of two previous magazines which were published by the office of Information Services. ND Alumni dealt with alumni news and activities, while Insight dealt with the "broadest interests" of the University at large. Mainly for economic reasons, the two magazines were merged in February, 1973, as Notre Dame Magazine. "What we came up with is different from either of the other two," Parent, the magazine's only editor, commented.

What they "came up with" is in only three years has been cited by Newsweek for excellence in relating an institution to public affairs, has been ranked in the top ten percent of alumni magazines every year and has been rated "excellent" or "good" by 87 percent of alumni surveyed on the magazine.

In the 18 issues so far, Notre Dame Magazine has explored such topics as "The American Christian Family," "Intercolligate Sports," "Yesterday's Artists," and, most recently, "The Church Today: Learning to Live with Change." It also includes sections on Notre Dame and alumni club news, photo essays, "class notes," and short features on "Notre Dame Magazine," edited by Ron Parent, has been rated "outstanding" or "good" by 87 percent of alumni responding to a recent survey.

"It's function is as an institutional magazine through which we try to delineate or portray what Notre Dame is all about," stated James E. Murphy, assistant vice-president for Public Relations and Development. "At the same time it acts as our principal channel of communication to our 50,000 alumni. Notre Dame Magazine is the only thing received by the entire group," he said.

"The alumni are a tough group to communicate with," Parent agreed. "We act as a kind of continuing education for them, so we get into more serious things. I find we write on a wide range of subjects."

"All kinds of people" are involved in writing the magazine, including alumni, faculty, and guest contributors from outside the university, but the majority of the work is done by the Printing and Publications staff.

The magazine is published in cooperation with the Alumni Association and Information Services, from which Printing and Publications separated in January 1974. Printing and Publications now handles all publications for the University, about $1 million worth of business each year.

Besides Notre Dame Magazine, the department prints the Notre Dame Report, admissions literature, nine college catalogs, the LaFayette manual, commencement materials and football programs, and is also responsible for photocopying and duplicating.

"We do anything produced by the University," Parent said. "The only thing we don't do is the student publications. Occasionally, we pick up stories from student publications or ask students to do editorial work for us. Students may find things of interest in the magazine, but it is aimed toward alumni."

Only extra copies of the magazine, placed in LaFayette are available for current students. "Its general interest appeal is just about everyone, but it is primarily as alumni magazine. We have to draw the line somewhere."
Campus Press

by Patrick Cole
Senior Staff Reporter

Where do those posters come from all over the walls in your dorm?

Most of the posters that publicize campus events, lectures or anything of interest at Notre Dame come from the campus press located in the basement of the LaFortune Student Center.

The Campus Press, a student-operated function, is a division of the Student Union.

Their responsibility is the printing of posters, business cards, and tickets. "All employees are students and they receive salaries," stated Andy Bury, manager of Campus Press. "Also we print the Business Review, the Argus, and stationery."

Bury indicated. "This semester, we will receive about the same but our profit for the past semester was 1 percent."

Last semester, the Campus Press grossed $9,000 for printing. "In previous years, we received about $8,000," Bury indicated. "This semester, we will receive about the same but our profit for the past semester was 1 percent."

Funds and profits

Charges for printing are based on the type of service requested, according to Bury. "We charge by the line of print if we have to set up and design the poster," he said. Bury revealed that there is a charge for making a plate at a fixed cost. Also there is a charge for the impression.

There is an additional charge for various colors used to print the poster. "The Campus Press allows posters to be printed on credit for residence halls or organizations. "But for any others requesting posters, they must make payments in cash," Bury said. "The Student Union, however, is not directly charged for any printing services. Their charges are reflected by adjustment in the Student Union account made by the comptroller."

Bury continued, "The Campus Press is a convenience for the students in order to print materials at a reasonable cost." he said. "We don't want to force students to go off campus or to the Ave Maria Press. We are the least expensive place for printing charges on campus."

The Campus Press operates from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. on Monday through Friday.

Jae Bury (below) using the Compugraphic headliner machine. Sue (left), a campus press secretary.

The LaFortune Student Center.

Andy Bury using the new 143 Platemaker.

Campus Press.

"Also we print the Business Review, the Argus, and stationery."

"The Campus Press allows posters to be printed on credit for residence halls or organizations. "But for any others requesting posters, they must make payments in cash," Bury said. "The Student Union, however, is not directly charged for any printing services. Their charges are reflected by adjustment in the Student Union account made by the comptroller."

"The Campus Press is a convenience for the students in order to print materials at a reasonable cost." he said. "We don't want to force students to go off campus or to the Ave Maria Press. We are the least expensive place for printing charges on campus."

The Campus Press operates from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. on Monday through Friday.

Dome

by Val Zarbin
Executive Editor

Compiling a whole year at Notre Dame and presenting it in creative way is quite a challenge for anyone, but Lisa Moore is more than willing to tackle the tough job ahead.

Not a history book, next year's Dome editor describes a yearbook as giving the months we are at Notre Dame a kind of memory that tells the story of the past and the yearbook should be more creative and subjective." Moore comments. "The ideal yearbook should reflect the subjective feelings of everyone on the editorial board."

Because of these beliefs, the junior English major plans to do things a bit different next year. She is returning to the section dividers and dropping the past chronological layout of the book. Also, by increasing the number of sections she will expand the editorial board. "I feel the more points of view you have, the truer the finished product will be," she remarks.

Looking back, the Dome has been published every year since 1906 except during World Wars I and II when most Notre Dame students were in the armed forces. The first Dome editor was Charles O'Donnell from Greenfield, Indiana. He later went on to become a poet, a priest and president of Notre Dame from 1928-1934.

Moore is the third woman in a row to hold the post of Editor-in-Chief of the Dome.

DOME '76

Dome

Above, the first DOME. Below a simulation of the forth coming DOME. "We"

Last year Susan Darin, a senior American studies major, headed the book and presently Dana Nahls, a junior major in sociology, is in charge.

The Dome has won many awards in its seventy years of existence. In 1964 it won the best yearbook in Indiana, and the 1974 yearbook was rated first in photography and faculty presentation by the Indiana Collegiate Press Association. Last year's book ranked third nationally.

This year Moore wants the yearbook to be more creative and expressive than journalistic which some yearbooks tend to be. She plans to be more flexible in laying out the book. "For instance, if I get a picture that is good and says something about the life here, it is reason enough to use it in the book even if it wasn't planned."

To get away from the history-type book, Moore is not planning an opening section but free layout between the sections to tie the whole book together. "The yearbook should work toward painting a picture of the year. We build up that little bit at a time until we get there. It is really hard," Moore explains.
Scholastic

by Pat Handlin
Editorial Editor

"Notre Dame is a culture and it is the
Scholastic's role to explore that culture," explains the magazine's incoming editor
John Phelan. "We examine the University and what concerns it, raising questions and
casting light on unusual angles."

Phelan labels the Scholastic as a "features magazine." "Some of the articles are intended to be primarily entertaining: pieces which are humorous or fictional or which look at a familiar surname or something from an unfamiliar perspective. Other articles, especially news and opinion pieces, are intended to raise questions in the readers' minds. "We do not wish to simply report what has happened," Phelan said. "We concentrate on reconsidering an event from some special point of view which will lead to a
better understanding of the matter, or at least a better understanding of the question."

On the final page of each issue the "Last Word" appears. This is the editor-in
chief's personal soap-box. He uses it to draw attention to untest events which he finds important or he can reflect on some previously reported situation." Phelan said.

The Scholastic "is in effect totally dependent on the University for financing," he explained. About 98-99% of the magazine's funding comes from a University subsidy and the amount of revenue received from advertisements is sent to the University general fund.

This dependence does leave the magazine vulnerable budget cuts. In fact the budget was cut from $60,000 to $27,000 over a three year period in the late sixties and early seventies. It has now been raised to about $40,000 for next year. "Although we are financially dependent on the University we do not have to fear reprisals if we criticize the administration as long as we run an interesting and respectable magazine," commented Phelan. "We are not flailing radicals anyway." Phelan has several plans to improve the magazine during his term in office.

The magazine has a staff of 20, including four paid assistants. The student body contributes 8-10 articles a year, covering a wide variety of topics. According to Edith Drouin, associate editor, the magazine is focused on the "cultural atmosphere of the university."

The magazine is published twice weekly, appearing on Monday and Thursday. It is distributed on campus to over 10,000 students, and is available to the public on Thursday. The magazine contains over 500 pages each week.

"We try to give the students a different view of things in a longer view, more like Atlantic Monthly and the New Yorker than, say, Time," the editor-in-chief said. "When the Read Also: the Special Issue on Notre Dame "Notre Dame as a culture..."" was read in the late 1960's to the advent of the Observer..."

Phelan and the editor have been working to bring the magazine to a new level. The magazine has a new look, with a redesign of the cover and layout. The magazine also has a new format, with more features and less news. The magazine is also more focused on the campus culture, with more coverage of events and activities.

"We hope to see more unified issues built around broad themes such as how Notre Dame students express themselves. The Scholastic acts as a production consultant and liaison facilities to the Juggler and the Technical Review. But Phelan's emphasis is most important relation to another campus medium to be its connection to the Observer. "I view the roles of the Scholastic and Observer as complementary," he said. "The paper reports the daily news, something which, because of our hectic schedule, we could not do even if we wished." They are working on a shorter version, more like Atlantic Monthly and the New Yorker than, say, Time. There is some overlap with the paper's editorial and features page, but there is also a significant difference. The paper is more focused on the campus culture, with more coverage of events and activities.

"We try to give the students a different view of things in a longer view, more like Atlantic Monthly and the New Yorker than, say, Time," the editor-in-chief said. "When the Read Also: the Special Issue on Notre Dame "Notre Dame as a culture..."" was read in the late 1960's to the advent of the Observer..."

Phelan agreed that the Scholastic had difficulty adjusting to the late 1960's to the advent of the Observer but feels that the two are in a comfortable relation now. We had some big shocks in going up to reporting of current news-something we had a monopoly on before we were becoming a biweekly, reflective journal. But by now we have found our niche.

This supplement was conceived by Gregg B. Bangs, designed by Chris Smith, written by the various authors and produced with the invaluable assistance of Frank Kebe, Eric Jardstrom (photographer) and Dan Sanchez.

Tech Review
Business Review
Science Quarterly

by Barbara Bruettnein
Senior Staff Reporter

Three student publications which may not be very well-known on the Notre Dame campus but which provide a different type of information are those magazines published each year for students in the colleges of Business, Administration, Engineering and Science.

These Magazines, The Notre Dame Scholastic

Scholastic

NOTRE DAME SCIENCE QUARTERLY

NOTRE DAME SCHOLASTIC

NOTRE DAME BUSINESS REVIEW

The Notre Dame Business Review, Business Review and the Science Quarterly, offer students an update on what is going on in their particular field, both within and outside the University.

The Notre Dame Business Review, which is published twice yearly, is intended to expose business students to things not covered in the Business curriculum, according to Editor Dan Cofall.

"We try to give the students a different outlook on things," Cofall stated. In an attempt to offer this new outlook, the magazine this year has included not only articles by students and faculty in the college, but from outside the university as well.

Begin in the fall of 1966 and financed by the college, the Review's original purpose was to publish only student articles. This year however, the student-run magazine included articles written by the president of CBS, the head of an outdoor advertising firm, and the Teamster's Union.

The Review, which is published by students in the College of Engineering four times yearly, focuses primarily on engineering activities on campus. "There's a wide variety of things going on in engineering here," Frank Murray, bus driver and mug of the Review, stated.

"The Review also includes articles written by undergraduates in other programs student about the history and philosophy of science," he explained.

The Quarterly, which is published by science students, is distributed to 2000 science majors four times a year.
The major duty of the Sports Information Department is working closely between the athletic department and the media. According to Bob Best, assistant director of Sports Information, "we are not just here to get the information about Notre Dame to the public, rather than to create publicity and sell the University's sports programs."

A staff of 12 people, including eight student assistants, writes press releases, gathers statistics, produces three press guides, and arranges for media accommodations during major ND sporting events. Besides these major duties, the staff must take care of numerous minute details all connected with proper public relations in Notre Dame athletics.

The development of the Notre Dame basketball television network, operated by morning radio sports director Roger Valdes, in what Best called "quite a coup," has greatly enhanced Notre Dame's national exposure. Besides the television network, Valdes' job requires him to write press releases and telecopier material immediately before and after games.

At games and immediately before them, the Sports Information department has many tasks to perform. Credentials and press boxes must be set up with typewriters and telecopiers and often interviews with players must be arranged. On the day of a football game, for instance, Best and Valdes are usually in the press box from 9 a.m. until the last winter leaves which is sometimes as late as 8 or 9 p.m., answering questions and hosting the visiting press.

According to Best one of the most important jobs of the Sports Information department is the students assistants. "It would be impossible for us to do our job without their assistance," stated Best, who overseas their work.

Because of the great number of varsity sports at Notre Dame the help of the eight or so player assistants is absolutely necessary. There is one Parent assigned to each sport who covers all the games and writes news releases. The students also do much of the writing and compiling of statistics for the publications.

Sports Information involves maintaining a close relationship with the players and coaches so that we know the players and coaches and we are popular. I think the best way to do this is to have the players and coaches set up the press releases with their experiences."

"We maintain super rapport with the coaches because we must know about the team. We talk to the coaches and find out what's happening on the team."

In the Spring of 1973 all five player assistants on the teams are brought up on the Sports Information office, and interview so that the staff can get to know them. "We look for unusual items that distinguish each player," said Best. Each week during the season, then, a feature on the game's best is written and submitted to the office to convey messages to the staff, and secondly, it also gives a journal of "what's happening" of interest here at Notre Dame.

Parents over 100 media representatives at the recent Notre Dame/Florida State game and 1,400 fans attended the ACC championship round held in the ACC and had to turn nearly 300 more away for lack of room.

Four foreign teams came in for the games and it was a responsibility of Sports Information to be sure that the writers were well informed about each of them, explained Best. "In order to do this, they themselves had to be very familiar with the team."}

Information Services

(Continued from page 7)

Publications at Harvard and other universities have experienced a growth in the importance of publications and policies affecting academic enterprise," Conklin explained. The Report also contains an accurate listing of publications for which each faculty member is responsible, such as the Faculty Senate and other faculty committees. The report is also a valuable aid to future readers of the report. Major reports, faculty honors, awards, retirements and deaths are also reported.

It also took over the publications of advanced studies. That section maintains a monthly list of workshops, activities and programs for faculty members.

The idea was to get all the information pertinent to faculty members together in one publication so they wouldn't be burdened with many different sources of information. As a result, the timely publication is being put out by the Office of the University's fringe benefits on medical services.

The Sports Information office is directly successful with the faculty because it is edited for and focused on the Notre Dame faculty. If a topic goes into the Report, it has to deal with an academic area of the institution or interest the faculty," he added.

The Staff Newsletter caters to the needs of the professional staff members such as power plant workers, janitors, maids and dining hall workers. The personnel office edits this under the direction of University Copyreader George Conley. According to Conklin, the newsletter serves two purposes. The first is to serve as a vehicle for the personnel office to convey messages to the staff, and secondly, it also gives a journal of "what's happening" of interest here at Notre Dame.

The newsletter "Mississippi" is published in February of each year. This newsletter is the "Alumni News" of the Notre Dame Magazine. The newsletter is distributed to alumni who have not made a $50 contribution to the University in the past year.

The newsletter "Mississippi" is very popular with alumni, according to Father John L. Reed, publisher of the Ave Maria Press, three years ago the University and the press brought in outside specialties to examine the coaches and players and anything else that might be helpful to the TV, radio and newspapers that are interested in the team. At games and immediately before them the Sports Information department has many tasks to perform. Credentials and press boxes must be set up with typewriters and telecopiers and often interviews with players must be arranged. On the day of a football game, for instance, Best and Valdes are usually in the press box from 9 a.m. until the last winter leaves which is sometimes as late as 8 or 9 p.m., answering questions and hosting the visiting press.

According to Best one of the most important jobs of the Sports Information department is the students assistants. "It would be impossible for us to do our job without their assistance," stated Best, who overseas their work.

Because of the great number of varsity sports at Notre Dame the help of the eight or so player assistants is absolutely necessary. There is one Parent assigned to each sport who covers all the games and writes news releases. The students also do much of the writing and compiling of statistics for the publications.

Sports Information involves maintaining a close relationship with the players and coaches so that we know the players and coaches and we are popular. I think the best way to do this is to have the players and coaches set up the press releases with their experiences."

"We maintain super rapport with the coaches because we must know about the team. We talk to the coaches and find out what's happening on the team."

In the Spring of 1973 all five player assistants on the teams are brought up on the Sports Information office, and interview so that the staff can get to know them. "We look for unusual items that distinguish each player," said Best. Each week during the season, then, a feature on the game's best is written and submitted to the office to convey messages to the staff, and secondly, it also gives a journal of "what's happening" of interest here at Notre Dame.

Parents over 100 media representatives at the recent Notre Dame/Florida State game and 1,400 fans attended the ACC championship round held in the ACC and had to turn nearly 300 more away for lack of room.

Four foreign teams came in for the games and it was a responsibility of Sports Information to be sure that the writers were well informed about each of them, explained Best. "In order to do this, they themselves had to be very familiar with the team."
The Duchess and the Dirtwater Fox (Collins, George Segal and Goldie Hawn play a con man and a hooker who are chased through the frontiers after their plot to defraud a Mormon goes awry.

The Bad News Bears (River Park): This highly ambitious comedy concerns a little league manager with a fondness for boilerplates (Walter Matthau), a spiritual-throwing tumbywomb (Tatum O'Neal) and the Bad News Bears, a hopelessly incompetent band of little squatters.

on stage

Vegetableuddies (129 N. Michigan) The new nightlight in town, featuring blues and jazz close to the audience. This weekend Joe Willie Williams and the King Biscuit Boys, followed by Rust Hunt on Wednesday. And new N.D. jazz act The Blackbird.

South Bend Symphony (Saturday, 8:00 p.m.) Morris Civic Auditorium

Creative Musicians Club (Franklin and Calvert). Billed as the "1st exotic attraction in America" it supposedly highlights the singing, dancing and similar talents of Ann Marie, whose measurements are 67-25-36. No further explanation needed.

The WEND Album Hour (Midnight)

Monday: Rahulam Roanl Kirk, The Return of the 5000 Pound Man

Tuesday: Joe Walsh-You of the 5000 Pound Man

Wednesday: to be announced

Thursday: Rahsaan Roland Kirk

Friday: Joe Walsh-You of the 5000 Pound Man

Saturday: Joe Walsh-You of the 5000 Pound Man

The entertainment week

Joy—pure, simple, and unadulterated joy—is such a delicate emotion: as fragile as a broken cup, as gentle as a nun who smiles, as mended china, as tender as the kiss of earth after a worship experience or two with a prayer group called the Charismatics.

"Oh, God," my critics are doubtlessly groaning, "old Griffin has joined the Handclappers."

The truth is, of course, that old Griffin has not joined the Handclappers. Old Griffin could conceivably join the Handclappers; but the plain, honest fact is that old Griffin has all the faith and commitment of a peanut when he was attacked by a hungry seal.

Thunderball is a 007 movie, one of the best of the set.

Thunderball is undoubtedly one of the best of the set.

Blessed comfort that follows liturgies at Christmas and Easter, though such comfort is the least of every Catholic's faith. It is something different from the peace that follows prayer and sacraments in which we are nourished by the grace of Christ.

To tell the truth, I might almost have resisted the joy of the Charismatics. There I stood, in the midst of five fervent charismatics day before yesterday, most of them singing and shouting at these hands. Their hands had just surmounted a rush of sound like the music of a wind blowing through a thousand tree tops as those Charismatics spoke or sang the strange language of joy.

Then the leader said: "Let us minister to one another by a laying-on of hands." I was ready to shout to everyone near me: "Keep away, keep away. Don't touch me, please." Suddenly a young woman grasped my right hand, and a young man seized my left hand; a third hand was laid on my shoulder from behind. It seemed silly to insist on freeing myself; and immediately, without even chancing, I became in mood and spirit with that praying singular crowd. I was singing and praying along with them. The resistance and prejudices I had been building up inside me seemed merely foolish; whereas before I had seen only volgarity in the postures and expressions of people at prayer. I was now seeing beauty and feeling joy. Over and over, those Charismatics sang, "Alleluia, Alleluia" and "Abba, Father, Abba, Father" and "Jesus is Lord, Jesus is Lord," and I sang along with them, seemingly, to grace and the Holy Spirit.

Believe it or not, I am peculiarly Switzerland and great-britain. I have seen through the sham priests. I tell myself I am not a hundred crusades for Christ. I have seen through the sham evangelists, and made fun of Billy Graham. I can sniff a fundamentalist a block and a half away. I can spot a Bible-thumper clear into the next county. I despise both types for their preciousness of the exalted Jesus Christ. I detest their offers of cheap salvation, their simplistic rendering of the Word of God; presuming to damn sinners for refusing their message, as though a living Father could prepare eternal salvation for his children His Son died for.

I have never joined the fundamentalist doctrine, and it has made me a bugle toward the Bilingualist. When in the past the Charismatic student has appeared with, New Testament in hand, to quote me citations from Corinthians, or Galatians, I have suffered from moods of desa va. I cannot go home again, I tell myself, to the New England churches where Lamont O'Blennis played alto and Jesus Sings me a song, and old Mrs. Smith prophesied the nearness of the Second Coming of Christ.

It was a group of very decent Catholic kids that brought me to a place like home among the Baptists—except that the crowded, prayerful meeting week was not something I had ever known. As a matter of style, LaMont O'Blennis and old Mrs. Smith were much more resonient in their handclapping that these Charismatics; they were more alive and more least ecstatic in their affirmation of Christ as Lord. The old-time religion, it seemed to me, was steady and archaic combination of the baptism in the Spirit, Charismatic Christians who supposed the only way to touch the ministry of touch on Wednesday evening.

I shared the Charismatic joy, not because I should feel guilty about being there, simply being there. I could do anything else, anything else I had been given. I was, in its essence, a precious, precious mood that was like being born again, once again a holy and redeemed person, and discovering a newness and lightheartedness in that mood. I could have dropped hands, I could have thrown prayer citations, I could have made fun of Billy Graham, I could have spoken in tongues, if I had had a mind to; the spirit had not wanted it. That was every day on the experience.

It was a group of very decent Catholic kids that brought me to the experience of being joyful among the Charismatics. They seemed to be going through a very powerful, long-simmering experience, and I was afraid they would end as burnout cases so I went a little way into the experience, but I was restricted to the place where they are standing. I am not frightened, but I am not ever frightened for me, though I think it is risky to become addicted to joy as an element secondary to the faith-experience. Joe has a way of making an useless for the dark and gray days that must be survived, set it as a gift of the Spirit that is as necessary, and as comforting, in life as falling in love. As I said before, I am not about to join the Handclappers, but I am grateful that some people have been able to find their way to the valley where they walk in joy.

On screen

The Duchess and the Dirtwater Fox (Collins, George Segal and Goldie Hawn play a con man and a hooker who are chased through the frontiers after their plot to defraud a Mormon goes away.

"Abba, Father, Abba, Father" and "Jesus is Lord, Jesus is Lord," and I sang along with them, seemingly, to grace and the Holy Spirit.

Believe it or not, I am peculiarly Switzerland and great-britain. I have seen through the sham priests. I tell myself I am not a hundred crusades for Christ. I have seen through the sham evangelists, and made fun of Billy Graham. I can sniff a fundamentalist a block and a half away. I can spot a Bible-thumper clear into the next county. I despise both types for their preciousness of the exalted Jesus Christ. I detest their offers of cheap salvation, their simplistic rendering of the Word of God; presuming to damn sinners for refusing their message, as though a living Father could prepare eternal salvation for his children His Son died for.

I have never joined the fundamentalist doctrine, and it has made me a bugle toward the Bilingualist. When in the past the Charismatic student has appeared with, New Testament in hand, to quote me citations from Corinthians, or Galatians, I have suffered from moods of desa va. I cannot go home again, I tell myself, to the New England churches where Lamont O'Blennis played alto and Jesus Sings me a song, and old Mrs. Smith prophesied the nearness of the Second Coming of Christ.
Senior trip sign-ups require $50 deposit

(Continued from page 1)

Detroit AP The City of Detroit prepared to end up its "Garage sale" with a for-profit-raising effort for the financial solvency of the city. The sale was scheduled for Thursday and the sale that had proved $75,000 through Thursday was a 50 percent of the expected profit. The city conducted what was billed as "the world's largest garage sale" to help offset a projected budget deficit of $44 million.

The merchandise, uncovered in searches of the city and brought to the floor of the Hall from sales from 800 Lemp post cards, was to be sold at $1 each, making $1.65 an hour the union is seeking from the contract and the $1.15 the industry is willing to pay.

Detroit holds sale, raises funds

DETROIT AP The City of Detroit prepared to end up its "Garage sale" with a for-profit-raising effort for the financial solvency of the city. The sale was scheduled for Thursday and the sale that had proved $75,000 through Thursday was a 50 percent of the expected profit. The city conducted what was billed as "the world's largest garage sale" to help offset a projected budget deficit of $44 million.

The merchandise, uncovered in searches of the city and brought to the floor of the Hall from sales from 800 Lemp post cards, was to be sold at $1 each, making $1.65 an hour the union is seeking from the contract and the $1.15 the industry is willing to pay.

James Flanagan, chairman of the committee said, "The city held a sale and had a couple of drinks, so...

BULLISH -- EVERYONE WELCOME!

TODAY AND EVERY TUESDAY AT 5:15 p.m.

Mass followed by dinner

---

Sunday is Family Day at The Boar's-Head! from Noon till 10:00 p.m. on Sundays

COMPLETE HAM or CHICKEN DINNER $3.95
COMPLETE CHOPPED SILORN or CHICKEN DINNER for Kids (Under 12) $1.75

(Our regular menu is available too!)
URW strike progresses slightly

CLEVELAND (AP) - The nation-wide United Rubber Workers strike that costs about $12 million a week is taking on some new dimensions today.

Peter Bonnmarino, URW international president, said he and Joe Casey, industrial relations vice president and chief negotiator for Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., made progress toward settling the legal negotiations with county authorities on striking employees.

Mr. John Powers, Saint Mary's College shooter, graduated from the University of Chicago. He was shot in the head.

Mr. Richard S. Fiilola, a graduate of the American Bar Association, was a former member of the Saint Mary's College staff.

The festival will be the first in a series of three, at least, that will be held in the area young women about four years ago.

Mr. Robert W. Johnson, president of the festival, said he was pleased with the conduct of the players and the success of the festival.

The festival, which was held in the city last year, was attended by about 12,000 people.

The festival was held at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee campus on April 1.

Mr. Figulla's letter was published in the National Herald on Wednesday, April 10.
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The Osperson

FORNINE veteran students from the Florida State University Foreign Study Program in Innsbruck, Austria, the American Choir, of which more than 1,200 sophomores who have some experience in group and choral activities designed to add an international aspect to their education.

A total of 132 students have been selected for the overseas centers of Mays College for the Spring quarter. A total of 56 students have been selected for the overseas centers of Mays College for the Spring quarter. A total of 56 students have been selected for the overseas centers.

The University of Notre Dame, Fort Wayne, for a total of 48. No longer enhanced by the Civil Rights Act of 1968, the state's concept is not complicated.

The current director of the University of Notre Dame is called Sunset Law six months ago out of business unless they can continue for another six years, during which the process will be repeated.

If witnesses can't justify themself, which the process nationwide of regulation.

The president of a Detroit printer, Arafat joined Assad in the cease-fire with the Palestine Liberation Organization after long negotiations. He is sponsor of the Cultural Arts Commission and the Senate for Civil Rights.

Some students are encouraged to accept a conversation level with their hosts.

For the student during his year abroad, including roundtrip travel, are approximately the same price as a helicopter ride on the Notre Dame campus.

The University of Notre Dame opened in 1842, the first of the Catholic universities to open in the United States. A total of 132 students have been selected for the overseas centers of Mays College for the Spring quarter. A total of 56 students have been selected for the overseas centers.

The president of a Detroit printer, Arafat joined Assad in the cease-fire with the Palestine Liberation Organization after long negotiations. He is sponsor of the Cultural Arts Commission and the Senate for Civil Rights.

Some students are encouraged to accept a conversation level with their hosts.

For the student during his year abroad, including roundtrip travel, are approximately the same price as a helicopter ride on the Notre Dame campus.
Irish netters five up and one down over Easter vacation

By Tom Prowanda

Last week after losing their fifth match of the year, the Notre Dame tennis team came on to sweep their last three duals against Northern Illinois, DePaul, Bowling Green, and Northern Kentucky. The Irish have earned a shot at the NCAA championships with a 9-2 record against N.D. as the Irish netters increased their record to 13-5.

A strong Michigan team proved too much for the Irish, beating them 4-0 in the final match of the Michigan Invitational, contested over the North Coast of the Bemidder Field. The West Lafayette team then went on to compete in the Purdue Invitational, contested over the South Course of the蘑launtian course. Hesston Woods Golf Club in the course of host Miami of Ohio, will be the destination of the Irish golfers Monday, as they battle in the Mid-American Invitational.

Steve Kellow, Notre Dame's top singles player, is the reigning Mid-American champion having captured the crown with a 6-2, 6-3 win over Purdue's Sharkey with a 7-1. The All-American second singles and doubles tandem won a 7-6, 6-2, 6-2, 6-3 straight set average over this weekend's action. This occasion was the first appearance of ND golfers at the West Lafayette conference during the spring season.

The Irish netters five up and one down over Easter vacation

ND tracksters go to Drake Relays

It's on to Des Moines, Iowa and the Drake Relays this week for six of the Notre Dame track team. A field of close to 175 schools will be represented in the meet which is contested Friday and Saturday. Jim Miranda, already a qualifier for the NCAA championships in the 880-meter run, will be a member of the field in each of the relays. Miranda will also be a member of the four-by-440-meter relay which will be rounded out by Bill Snyder, Jim Renzulli and senior co-captain Jim Hunt. Hunt has already placed well as of late, his most recent placing being fourth in the three-mile run in 14:14 at the Ohio State Relays. The third victory in a row for the Irish team came at the Miami Relays.

The fifth victory in a row came at Purdue on Tuesday afternoon. All three doubles teams up with them soundly 8-1. The only victory of the match for Notre Dame came at third doubles as Bill Maguire and Tony Bruno teamed together in the second doubles slot and beat their Wonacott opponents 6-2, 7-5. The N.D. netters turned things around in doubles as the Irish defeated against N.D. as the Irish netters increased their record to 13-5. The fourth victory in a row for the Irish was probable one of the toughest all year. High winds and rain forced Notre Dame and Northern Illinois to play tennis under a roof to determine a victor. The Irish were true to form as Steveh, Hunt, Bruno, Horan and Braun all helped to sweep the singles contests while Hunt kept the Irish in the first doubles victory.
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TILCS meet AW T in bookstore final

By Rich Odioso

As expected Average White Team and TILCS will meet for the bookstore Tournament title tonight. But a funny thing happened on the way to the finals, they nearly didn’t make it.

Jack Powers of the Nutmeggers who had shot the glass slipper as the tourney’s Cinderella surprise for the last two years was tentatively lined up. They will unveil it’s First Dr. J competition this Sunday. This compares to public reserved seat at the time of ticket sale. The store has increased its number of home games this season. The price per game remains $2 for lower arena seats and $1.50 for bleacher seats.

An interesting game although its not a spring sport that can do the job. The Irish track team is improving, but students just aren’t overly interested in track and the Irish baseball team. It was the greatest disappear­ance of all time this past year, instead let’s thank Mike Busick for making sure that students have not been forgotten about the students. Lots of schools, such as Marquette and UCLA, don’t sell season tickets to students. who can’t afford to purchase tickets this spring to simply pay a deposit or wait to buy their tickets in the fall.

A great deal of credit has to go to Tim Bourret and his staff for the nation’s championship almost every year. Notre Dame basketball is a bargain at almost any price. Thousands of alumni and fans are relieved tickets every year in order that the students can attend the games. The University could make more money by selling season tickets to alumni and fans and less by increasing the price of the tickets. Less schools such as Marquette and UCLA, don’t sell season tickets to students.

So let’s not complain about the price of a season basketball ticket this year instead, let’s thank Mike Busick for making sure that students have the opportunity to purchase season tickets at a reasonable price.

B-ball Tickets

TILCS meet AW T in bookstore final this year. As has been the case in each of the past two years, the total price for a ticket has increased. The increased price each of the last two years has caused a great deal of furor among Notre Dame students, but more than likely it’ll do the same this year.

But it also means that we have not increased over last season’s price. The reason for the total increase in price is simply an increased number of home games. Last year there were 14 home games included on the season’s ticket at a cost of $28, that’s $2 per contest. Next season there will be 16 home games included on the season’s pass at a cost of $32, that’s $2 per contest. This compares to public reserved seat price of $4 and $3.

FRED HERBST

That Time Again

Season basketball ticket sale set by TIX Manager

Students wishing to purchase season tickets must do so by 11 a.m. on Thursday, Feb. 17. Notre Dame basketball season can do so by the 19th. Sales will end on Friday, Feb. 18.

The Nutmeggers, tournament’s Cinderella team, came back to reality last night, losing to AW T... (Photo by Paul Clevenger)

The Opinion
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